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1: How to Determine Your Business Investment Strategy | www.enganchecubano.com
Determining Your Business Investment Strategy: Set Long-Term Goals. Your business investment strategy is your plan
for deciding how and what to invest in to meet your long-term goals.

Enter your email to reset your password Or sign up using: Follow these tips to meet the challenge.
Unfortunately, innovation often comes with a hefty price tag. Determining Your Business Investment
Strategy: Set Long-Term Goals Your business investment strategy is your plan for deciding how and what to
invest in to meet your long-term goals. If so, look at potential acquirers, Lavinksy says, and see why they
would purchase your company. Is it because you have a great infrastructure? A strong brand name? Knowing
your long-term goals will help you decide where to invest your funds. Also consider your strengths and
weaknesses as a company. However, if you find that a particular revenue stream is underperforming, but still
costly, it might be time for a readjustment. The customer should also be a key participant. Do you really know
your customers? Do Your Research Conducting competitive research will also point you in the right direction
when deciding on a business investment strategy. Take the example of Priceline. The choice may not always
be obvious. Solomon Choi knew that although his New York-based frozen yogurt retailer 16 Handles had just
two locationsâ€”one in the East Village of Manhattan and one in Paramus, New Jerseyâ€”he wanted the
company to become the go-to frozen yogurt brand for New Yorkers. He lacked the capital and resources he
needed to open multiple corporate stores in the pricey Manhattan real estate market. Lucky for Choi, his
original East Village store was a runaway success when it opened in July , and multiple customers actually
inquired about franchising opportunities. Even though 16 Handles was still a relatively young, small company,
Choi looked into the possibility of franchising, and ultimately decided to invest in it as his growth strategy. Do
you want to develop a new product that complements your existing product in the same category? Do you
want to enter a new category in a new market? Do you want to expand territorially? Do you want to expand
into a related business? Do you want to diversify and invest in many types of businesses? Do you want to
pursue a merger or an acquisition? Use caution, however, before jumping into new markets. I would want to
be the dominant player before I considering expanding. More often than not, that means human resources.
Still, I would rather have a backlog of customer orders rather than the opposite. The flipside is even trickier.
Your investment strategy should also indicate how you will reduce resources when times are tough. Look no
further than the demise of Polaroid as a cautionary tale. As such, you can really never quite finish your
business investment strategy. You have to tweak it as you go.
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2: The Five Most Important Factors for Your Investment Success - The Simple Dollar
Determining what your risk profile and tolerance levels are before you buy your first stock is one of the most important
steps to becoming an investor. You have to be able to understand your risk and reward profile so you can rest easy at
night knowing you are completely comfortable with your investment choices.

Chart is for illustrative purposes only and is not indicative of any investment. Past performance is no
guarantee of future results. Why is it so important to have a risk level you can live with? As the example
above illustrates, the value of a diversified portfolio usually manifests itself over time. Unfortunately, many
investors struggle to fully realize the benefits of their investment strategy because in buoyant markets, people
tend to chase performance and purchase higher-risk investments; and in a market downturn, they tend to flock
to lower-risk investment options; behaviors which can lead to missed opportunities. The degree of
underperformance by individual investors has often been the worst during bear markets. A Morningstar study
shows that decisions about when to buy and sell funds have caused the average performance of an investor to
trail the average performance of a buy-and-hold strategy for similar mutual funds. The "do nothing" portfolio
looks at what would have happened if investors had not made any changes to their portfolios during the review
period. The analysis includes both active and passive funds. For more details on the study methodology and
results, visit Morningstar. The sample asset mixes below combine various amounts of stock, bond, and
short-term investments to illustrate different levels of risk and return potential. Choose the amount of risk you
are comfortable with Data source: Returns include the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. This
chart is for illustrative purposes only and does not represent actual or implied performance of any investment
option. See footnote 2 below for detailed information. You should choose your own investments based on
your particular objectives and situation. Remember, you may change how your account is invested. Be sure to
review your decisions periodically to make sure they are still consistent with your goals. Diversification is not
a one-time task Once you have a target mix, you need to keep it on track with periodic checkups and
rebalancing. The stock allocation would have grown dramatically see chart. The resulting increased weight in
stocks meant the portfolio had more potential risk at the end of Because while past performance does not
guarantee future results, stocks have historically had larger price swings than bonds or cash. This means that
when a portfolio skews toward stocks, it has the potential for bigger ups and downs. See footnote 3 for details.
Rebalancing is not just a risk-reducing exercise. The goal is to reset your asset mix to bring it back to an
appropriate risk level for you. Sometimes that means reducing risk by increasing the portion of a portfolio in
more conservative options, but other times it means adding more risk to get back to your target mix. A 3-step
approach Investing is an ongoing process that requires regular attention and adjustment. Here are 3 steps you
can take to keep your investments working for you: Invest at an appropriate level of risk Choose a mix of
stocks, bonds, and short-term investments that you consider appropriate for your investing goals. Stocks have
historically had higher potential for growth, but more volatility. So if you have time to ride out the ups and
downs of the market, you may want to consider investing a larger proportion of your portfolio in equities.
Once you have chosen an asset mix, research and select appropriate investments. Manage your plan We
suggest youâ€”on your own or in partnership with an investment professionalâ€”do regular maintenance for
your portfolio. Monitor â€” Evaluate your investments periodically for changes in strategy, relative
performance, and risk. There are many different ways to rebalance; for example, you may want to consider
rebalancing if any part of your asset mix moves away from your target by more than 10 percentage points. The
bottom line Achieving your long-term goals requires balancing risk and reward. Choosing the right mix of
investments and then periodically rebalancing and monitoring your choices can make a big difference in your
outcome. Next steps to consider.
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3: A simple retirement investing strategy that actually works
Global stock funds-- Funds that invest in companies all over the world, including the U.S. Emerging-market funds -Funds that invest in stocks based in rapidly growing, young economies.

What works for one investor may not work with another. In our latest post, we will ask questions to help you
determine your investment strategy so you can develop a strong portfolio of properties in Albuquerque. What
are your long and short-term financial goals? Before you begin investing, you need to have an understanding
of what you want to get out of it. As with many goal or plans, it is a good idea to start with the end in mind
and determine the steps that will get you there. What types of properties will get you there? Is your portfolio
diversified? It is great to find a niche and run with it. Some people make a fortune with rentals, while others
find their fortune flipping mobile homes. While you might have one area of focus, the best investors will
always allow for some diversification in their portfolio. The question is, how much are you willing to risk?
You might find a fixer-upper apartment building. You have the vision and if done correctly, it could turn into
a gold mine. However, with a fixer-upper, there could be a list of repairs much longer than you had bargained
for. Most real estate takes work. A larger building might require you to be onsite a good amount of the time.
This sort investment can turn into a full-time job, and your profits should reflect that. How much can you
afford? When investing in Albuquerque real estate, there are a lot of numbers to run first. What will you be
bringing in each month? Better yet, consider what a typical year could bring. There could be repairs,
vacancies, and more. You may not be bringing in your full estimated rent each month of the year. Knowing
this, how much can you afford to pay for the property each month? If you are obtaining a loan, the interest rate
could be higher than with a standard mortgage loan. Are you open to having partners? There are pros and cons
to teaming up. You will have someone to share the workload, but you will also have someone sharing the
profits. The best way to find a good partner is to look for someone who excels in areas in which you might fall
short. Maybe they are great at crunching numbers, while you are great on the phone closing deals. The best
partners might think a bit differently than you do, but they will bring more to the table than you would have
had on your own. What types of property are you interested in? Why do you like? Yes, it has to be profitable,
but you also need to enjoy what you are doing to be successful. Maybe you have an apartment building but the
repairs and tenant turnover is driving you crazy. And yes, you want to run the numbers and choose something
that will be profitable. But you should also choose something you like. It will help you to take more pride in
the investment, helping you to better enjoy the process overall. Have you considered how this will impact your
taxes? Never invest in Albuquerque real estate without discussing the purchase with your accountant. Many
people dive into a property purchase, only to find themselves buried in taxes and costs a year down the road.
Take a look at the income, expenses and cap rate. Overestimate your maintenance costs and plan accordingly.
Are you using the investment proceeds for a specific purpose? Some people will use real estate to achieve a
loftier goal such as college or a new business venture. If you are using your investments profits towards school
lets say, you might choose investments with less risk. Carefully define the returns you wish to achieve, so you
can create an investment plan to help get you there. Do you have a strong team? They surround themselves
with a team of people who are the best in their fields. Agents, wholesalers, accountants, attorneys and
construction professionals. Before you purchase investment real estate in Albuquerque ask yourself if you
have a strong team in place to help you reach your goals. When you are ready to start investing in
Albuquerque, we can help! Send us a message or give us a call today! Learn more about us and find other
resources on buying investment properties with us. Like us, follow us, connect! We pay CASH and you will
not pay any commissions, agents, or fees. Put your address and email below and answer 5 easy questions on
the next page to get a cash offer in 24 hours!
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4: Investing Strategy - Determining Your Risk Profile - Mommy Investor
Determining your investment strategy by tamus | Sep 2, | System News, Uncategorized Once you've determined your
short- and long-term financial goals, it's time to develop an investment strategy.

Share Allocating your investments among different asset classes is a key strategy to help minimize risk and
potentially increase gains. Consider it the opposite of "putting all your eggs in one basket. We will then take a
closer look at how allocation can benefit you and determine the right asset mix to achieve it. What Is Asset
Allocation? Asset allocation is the strategy of dividing your investment portfolio across various asset classes
like stocks, bonds and money market securities. Essentially, asset allocation is an organized and effective
method of diversification. Your options typically fall within three classes: Within these three classes are
subclasses or alternatives that can include: These equities tend to have the highest risk due to lower liquidity.
Assets that are issued by foreign companies and listed on a foreign exchange. International securities allow an
investor to diversify outside of his or her country, but they also have exposure to country risk, which is the risk
that a country will not be able to honor its financial commitments. Securities from the financial markets of a
developing country. Although investments in emerging markets offer a higher potential return, there is also
higher risk, often due to political instability, country risk and lower liquidity. The fixed-income asset class
comprises debt securities that pay the holder a set amount of interest, periodically or at maturity, as well as the
return of principal when the security matures. These securities tend to have lower volatility than equities and
lower risk because of the steady income they provide. Note that though the issuer promises income payment,
there is a risk of default. Fixed-income securities include corporate and government bonds. Money market
securities are debt securities that are extremely liquid investments with maturities of less than one year.
Treasury bills T-bills make up the majority of these types of securities. Real estate investment trusts REITs:
Real estate investment trusts REITs trade similarly to equities, except the underlying asset is a share of a pool
of mortgages or properties, rather than ownership of a company. Of course to maximize return and minimize
risk, you need to know the risk-return characteristics of the various asset classes. Figure 1 compares the risk
and potential return of some popular choices: Figure 1 Equities have the highest potential return, but also the
highest risk. On the other hand, Treasury bills have the lowest risk because they are backed by the
government, but they also provide the lowest potential return. This is the risk-return tradeoff. Keep in mind
that high-risk choices are better suited for investors who have a high risk tolerance can accept wide
fluctuations in value and who have a longer time horizon to recover from losses. Since different assets have
different risks and market fluctuations, proper asset allocation insulates your entire portfolio from the ups and
downs of one single class of securities. Because of the protection it offers, asset allocation is the key to
maximizing returns while minimizing risk. Investors with a long time horizon and larger sums to invest may
feel more comfortable with high-risk, high-return options. In contrast, investors with smaller sums and shorter
time spans may feel more comfortable with low-risk, low-return allocations. To make the asset allocation
process easier for clients, many investment companies create a series of model portfolios, each comprising
different proportions of asset classes. These portfolios of different proportions satisfy a particular level of
investor risk tolerance. In general, these model portfolios range from conservative to very aggressive:
Conservative Portfolios Conservative model portfolios generally allocate a large percent of the total portfolio
to lower-risk securities such as fixed-income and money market securities. The main goal of a conservative
portfolio is to protect the principal value of your portfolio the money you originally invested. A common
strategy within this risk level is called " current income. Moderately Aggressive Portfolios Moderately
aggressive model portfolios are often referred to as balanced portfolios as the asset composition is divided
almost equally between fixed-income securities and equities in order to provide a balance of growth and
income. Since moderately aggressive portfolios have a higher level of risk than conservative portfolios, this
strategy is best for investors with a longer time horizon generally more than five years and a medium level of
risk tolerance. Aggressive Portfolios Aggressive portfolios mainly consist of equities, so their value tends to
fluctuate widely. If you have an aggressive portfolio, your main goal is to obtain long-term growth of capital.
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As such, the strategy of an aggressive portfolio is often called a " capital growth " strategy. To provide some
diversification, investors with aggressive portfolios usually add some fixed-income securities. Very
Aggressive Portfolios Very aggressive portfolios consist almost entirely of equities. As such, with a very
aggressive portfolio, your main goal is aggressive capital growth over a long time horizon. Since these
portfolios carry a considerable amount of risk, the value of the portfolio will vary widely in the short term.
Tailor Your Allocations to Your Needs Note that the above outline of model portfolios and the associated
strategies offer only a loose guideline. You can modify the proportions to suit your own individual investment
needs. How you fine-tune the models above can depend on your future needs for capital and what kind of
investor you are. For instance, if you like to research your own companies and devote time to stock picking ,
you will likely further divide the equities portion of your portfolio into subclasses of stocks. By doing so, you
can achieve a specialized risk-return potential within one portion of your portfolio. Also, the amount of cash
and equivalents or money market instruments you place in your portfolio will depend on the amount of
liquidity and safety you need. If you need investments that can be liquidated quickly or you would like to
maintain the current value of your portfolio, you might consider putting a larger portion of your investment
portfolio in money market or short-term fixed-income securities. Those investors who do not have liquidity
concerns and have a higher risk tolerance will have a small portion of their portfolio within these instruments.
The most common strategies include strategic, tactical, constant weighting and systemic asset allocation. This
affects the weighting of each asset class, meaning over time a portfolio can grow from containing primarily
one type of asset class to another. For example, if you start with a moderately conservative portfolio, the value
of the equity portion may increase significantly during the year, suddenly giving you an equity heavy
portfolio. This makes the portfolio more like that of an investor practicing a balanced portfolio strategy, which
is higher risk. In order to reset your portfolio back to its original state, you need to rebalance it. Rebalancing is
the process of selling portions of your portfolio that have increased significantly and using those funds to
purchase additional units of assets that have declined slightly or increased at a lesser rate. This process is also
important if your investment strategy or tolerance for risk has changed. The Bottom Line Asset allocation is a
fundamental investing principle because it helps investors maximize profits while minimizing risk. Trading
Center Want to learn how to invest? Get a free 10 week email series that will teach you how to start investing.
Delivered twice a week, straight to your inbox.
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5: Your Personal Investment Portfolio Asset Allocation & Strategy
Once you've determined your short- and long-term financial goals, it's time to develop an investment strategy.
Understanding key investment principles such as risk tolerance, diversification and asset allocation can help.

The goal of most investors should be to build a diversified portfolio that will allow them to weather the ups
and downs of the market. However, you cannot properly construct your portfolio until you know exactly what
kind of investor you are. This requires looking at a number of different factors and answering some important
questions so that you can find the optimal mix for your investment portfolio. Below are the 3 most important
factors that you need to consider in order to properly structure your portfolio: Determine Your Investment
Strategy Determining your investment strategy is the first thing you need do before you invest a single cent in
any stock, bond, or mutual fund. Ask yourself the following questions and make a list so that you can map out
your investment strategy. What purpose am I investing for? Am I investing to create a side income stream to
supplement my retirement plan? Am I more interested in passive investing or active investing? There is a big
difference between the strategies of someone who is investing for supplemental income outside of a pension
plan and an individual who is totally dependent on their k for income after retirement. Assess Your Risk
Tolerance Believe it or not, all investors believe that they are risk takers when first starting out. They want to
actively invest in the next great stock or aggressive growth mutual fund that will make them a millionaire by
the age of That is, until these extra risky investments start dropping in value. This step requires that investors
be honest with themselves about the magnitude of risk and potential losses that they would be comfortable
taking. Can you ride out the market dips so that you can see the market tops? The average investor is not a
natural risk taker, which is why they buy during the market peaks and sell during the market troughs. If you
want to know your investing temperament, look at how you responded during the market crash of Did you
sell, hold or buy more shares? How Old Are You? Age Matters I know this not a popular statement but age
does matter. If you are 50 or older with sizeable assets, the bulk of them should be in more conservative
investments. The rule of thumb to follow is that younger investors should invest heavily in risky assets like
stocks and older investors should primarily invest in fixed-income assets. Younger investors should be
focused on capital appreciation while older investors should concentrate on capital preservation. Here is a
quick age-adjusted asset allocation tool that you can use: This is the percentage of money that you should
invest in stocks. There are some exceptions to this rule, however. This is because you will most likely need to
work another 15 years minimum and focus on capital appreciation to make up for lost time. Final Word
Remember that no two investors are exactly alike. Your investment portfolio should be structured based on
your goals, strategy, risk tolerance, age. If you take all of these factors into account, you should be well on
your way to building the right portfolio for your retirement investment plan!
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6: How To Determine Your Real Estate Investment Strategy - Real Estate Deal Talk
It's not that difficult to create a simple-but-smart investing strategy that can grow your (k)'s balance, and also increase
the chances that it will support you throughout retirement.

So I just picked the funds that looked the best to me. Any suggestions for how I can do a better job investing
for retirement? You can do it by following these three steps: Start by setting an asset mix, not picking funds.
But aside from being extremely difficult to pull off, such a strategy can leave you with a lopsided portfolio
dangerously weighted to just a few sectors of the market. The tool will recommend a mix of stocks and bonds
that jibes with your appetite for risk. It will also show you how that stocks-bonds mix has performed over the
long-term and in good and bad markets. Fix your asset allocation 2. Look for diversified funds with low costs,
not lofty past returns. Here, you have two aims, the first of which is to make sure that the funds you choose
give you broad exposure to the stock and bond markets. In the case of equities, that means your stock stake
should include large- and small-company shares, value and growth stocks and shares of companies
representing all industries and sectors of the market. As for bonds, you want to insure that your holdings
include high-quality government and corporate bonds with a variety of maturities although the average
maturity of your bond holdings should be in the short- to intermediate-term range say, two to seven years.
Your second goal in picking funds is to home in on those with low fees. But research on fund fees shows that
funds with low annual expenses tend to outperform their higher-cost counterparts, which means a greater share
of whatever returns the financial markets deliver goes to you. Giving away as little return as possible to costs
is especially important today since many investment pros are forecasting lower-than-average returns for both
stocks and bonds in the years ahead. The easiest way to get this combination of broad diversified exposure to
the stock and bond markets at a low cost is to focus on index funds. For example, investing in a U. In lieu of
index funds, many k s may offer low-cost institutional or commingled stock and bond portfolios that track or
come close to tracking the broad market. But to the extent possible you want to end up with a portfolio of
funds that give you broadly diversified access to the stock and bond markets at as low a cost as possible,
ideally 0. Resist the temptation to "improve" performance. This may sound like heresy. So ignore the noise
and the marketing buzz and stick with your stocks-bonds mix except to rebalance periodically to restore your
portfolio to the appropriate proportions which may involve shifting more toward bonds as you age. If building
your own portfolio is just too much for you, there are other options. Most k plans offer target-date retirement
funds, which provide a pre-set mix of stocks and bonds that becomes more conservative as you age, and many
offer services that will create and manage a portfolio for an annual fee. Or you can always consult an adviser
for help.
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7: Corporate Investment Strategy | Your Business
Join BiggerPockets and get The Ultimate Beginner's Guide to Real Estate Investing for FREE - read by more than ,
people - AND get exclusive real estate investing tips, tricks, and techniques delivered straight to your inbox twice
weekly!

When determining your personal investment strategy, you can start by asking yourself the following
questions: What is your appetite for risk? What is your timeline? What is your profit objective? What relevant
skills do you have? After identifying your personal investment strategy, the next step is to create a portfolio
that aligns with your strategy. Are you a HODLer? Are you more risky or more conservative? Are you
building a retirement fund or trying to double your money and cash out? What is a Slush Fund Strategy?
Depending on each individual and their current portfolio, your slush fund can look very different. You might
try out presale investing, cash-flowing your cryptos, acquiring a masternode, or maybe you start mining. To
recap, there are 2 requirements for your slush fund: Slush fund strategies are different than your main portfolio
strategy. By implementing a slush fund, you force yourself to get out of your comfort zone and learn new
strategies. You will become a more well-rounded investor, which increases your chances of spotting
opportunities before others do. Even though we consciously know the herd is often wrong, we still follow the
herd because it feels safer and there is much less friction. Since most people follow the herd, popular
investments become extremely overvalued. Smart investors seek undervalued assets. By definition,
undervalued assets are not popular. Although Warren Buffett is anti-crypto he is also famously avoids internet
tech stocks , he built his empire based on this premise: Be greedy when others are fearful, and fearful when
others are greedy. Lastly, as a word of caution: Sometimes the investment is unpopular for a good reason. Of
course, this assumes your slush fund is not directly correlated to your main holdings. This does not always
make for the wisest investment choices. You can still have some fun with your investments, but this positive
constraint leads to better decision-making. Slush Funds May Uncover Lucrative New Strategies By
experimenting with new strategies, you might uncover undervalued gems or identify a new strategy that better
suits your skillset. For example, I was initially focused on trading the crypto markets. Over time, I realized
how much I enjoyed researching the technology, business use cases, and product-market fit. So I completely
stopped trading and instead focused on my strengths: In the words of the Thai fruit seller who convinced me to
try durian the stinky fruit for the first time: Free thinking is the key to an effective slush fund. I am not a
financial advisor and this should not be construed as investment advice; these are simply ideas to consider
when building your slush fund. Buy Shares of Crypto Companies in the Stock Market Instead of owning
digital assets, you can experiment with owning shares of companies that are deal with cryptocurrency. This
ranges from companies that mine bitcoin, to retailers that accept crypto payments, or anywhere in between.
Take a look at these 5 crypto stocks to watch in ICO investing is an entirely different beast compared to value
investing in the big market caps. Presales are becoming a popular way to invest in early-stage projects. You
essentially participate by pooling funds with other investors to buy up pre-ICO tokens at a discounted price.
Each presale has a different discount, vesting period, etc. As always, do your homework before participating.
If you already invest in ICOs and presales: Experiment with selling the tokens before the ICO gets listed, wait
for a major exchange listing, or consider creating new metrics to determine when to sell. Another option is
cloud mining, which is where you rent physical mining equipment and get paid a percentage of the gains. The
biggest cloud mining operation is Genesis Mining. Bet Against the Herd Identify the most popular trends in
the crypto space and form your own opinion. If you disagree with the consensus reality, that is a good
indicator to explore the contrarian point of view. This strategy can lead to buying up undervalued projects for
pennies on the dollar. Here are a few examples of how this thought process goes: Privacy coins are all the rage
â€” what if Lightning Network makes privacy coins obsolete? Chinese projects tank due to bans on ICOs and
exchanges â€” what if this is only temporary, and you can pick up Chinese-based assets at rock-bottom prices?
This how personal growth occurs and how you as an investor can stumble upon the hidden gems are hiding
â€” and besides that, it can just be fun to mix things up. I buy tokens of project X, and when the value doubles
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I sell half my stack 50 tokens. Acquire a Masternode The next 3 strategies are based on cash-flowing your
crypto. A masternode requires you to purchase and lock up X amount a lot of a certain digital asset, and it
usually requires you to commit servers or some infrastructure to the network. Masternodes are capital
intensive, as they require large upfront costs. Some masternode coins include: Dash, Zcash, LUX 8. With PoS,
you commit coins to the blockchain staking , which offers the network added strength and security. This
makes having Steem Power a valuable commodity in the ecosystem. Acquire Steem by purchasing or by
earning it on platforms like Steemit. Start lending out your Steem Power on MinnowBooster. At the end of the
lease terms, you receive all your Steem Power back. You can compound your new Steem and increase your
lending power over time. A few questions you may want to ask yourself before diving in: If you already have
a slush fund, how do you identify new potential strategies? I should thank that Thai fruit seller who convinced
me to try durian for the first time. Durian has since become my favorite food, and that open-mindedness has
led me to many unique experiences around the world. Never try, never know.
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8: Marketing ROI Formula - Return on Investment Calculator
Determine Your Investment Strategy Determining your investment strategy is the first thing you need do before you
invest a single cent in any stock, bond, or mutual fund. Ask yourself the following questions and make a list so that you
can map out your investment strategy.

Developing an Investment Strategy Step 1: Developing an Investment Strategy Before you invest in an
entrepreneur, you should consider developing your personal investment strategy. An early-stage investment
strategy should be part of an overall asset strategy. But whether they prioritize financial return or impact, what
they define as impact, and how their investments achieve this, varies greatly according to their impact
investment strategy. Your impact investment strategy should take into account three basic items: We have
included here the essential items that relate to creating a strategy for the early-stage portion of our portfolio. It
is important to identify your investment priorities in the broad scheme of your overall investment portfolio. In
many ways, the dichotomy of impact versus financial-first is overstated, and some experts in the sector prefer
to present this duality in terms of sequence rather than opposition. Thus, when a decision boils down to
prioritizing either financial or social return, you should understand your financial and impact return targets.
Impact investors tend to fall into two general categories. Impact-first investors value impact over financial
returns. They are willing to accept a lower-than-market rate of return they have a financial floor , in return for
optimizing social or environmental impact. It should be noted that just because impact-first investments
optimize for social return, it does not mean that their investments cannot beat market returns. Some Toniic
members experienced better than market returns from their impact-first investments in and These investors
often pave the way by supporting new business models that will later become attractive to financial-first
investors â€” once the company needs growth capital. Toniic member Francois de Borchgrave invests in
health, education and the environment in the developed world. His primary motivation is to demonstrate that
financial returns can be achieved in addition to social returns in order to motivate other capital holders to
invest in businesses creating impact. What portion of your portfolio will be devoted to early-stage impact
investment? If you are targeting market-rate returns, you may wish to allocate more of your portfolio to impact
investments; conversely, if you are an impact-first investor, you may wish to limit your commitments to a
discreet portion of your portfolio in which you are willing to take more risk. Many impact investors have both
types of investments in their portfolio. There are no hard and fast rules here, but your commitment to impact
can influence and be influenced by the kind of assets you deploy and the types of returns you expect. More
considerations about how to deploy your assets can be found in Evaluate Your Assets. Some investors have
decided to place all of their assets under the screen of impact, aiming to find appropriate impact-oriented
investments for every asset class, including early-stage privately-held investments. Meyer Family Enterprises
is an example. The diversification of risk under the total portfolio approach does not change significantly to
achieve this. The difference is that within each asset class, the Meyer Family identifies ways to invest for
impact as well as return. Their early- stage impact investing is part of the private equity and debt portions of
their portfolio. Define your impact and align with your investment themes. Spend time reflecting on your
impact goals, which include your mission and values, and your industry and investment themes, your sector
depth preference and your geographic targets. The end result should provide clarity about your own theory of
change and investment strategy. Articulate your mission and values. This is a reflection exercise that will help
as you begin to formalize your impact investing policy. Ask yourself what measurable impact you are seeking
to achieve through your investments. Who is the ultimate beneficiary of your work? What are the values and
characteristics you seek in the entrepreneurs and enterprises you wish to invest in? Decide on industry, impact
goals and investment themes. Examples of industry sectors in impact are health and wellness, water, and
education. For a more complete list of areas of impact, consider using the IRIS sectors , which are fast
becoming a norm in the impact investing industry. Impact goals are defined by the kind of outcomes you want
produced to address a problem, injustice or public or private-sector failure, such as improving the lives of
women, reducing global warming, or ending poverty. Now, combine these and translate them into more
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specific, process-based investment themesâ€”for example, a food and agriculture impact theme might mean
supporting initiatives that are regional, promote diversification, and harness or encourage sustainable
practices. It is also common for investors to start with a narrow focus and then broaden their interests as they
are exposed to deals through investor networks. To learn more about the financial performance of this
portfolio, see a newly released report, Evolution of an Impact Portfolio. This report demonstrates that impact
investments can compete with, and at times outperform, traditional asset allocation strategies. Consider your
sector knowledge to determine the investments you want to hold in your portfolio within the investment
themes you identified. Some investors like to focus their portfolio on a specific sector so they can get involved
in different business models aimed at solving the same problem. This provides a level of perspective and
expertise that can be shared across and among entrepreneurs. Sector choice is also an opportunity to align your
value-add with your investment objectives â€” if you have deep experience in healthcare, you might want to
leverage this by investing in impact investments focusing on healthcare. Your geographical breadth
preference. The costs and complexities of covering the globe are immense, and can lead to inefficient
investing, as investors are often unaware of culture or regulatory geographic specificities. Similar to your
sector focus, determine what region s you will target for your investments. Putting a manageable boundary
around your geographic preferences will allow you to become more comfortable with the landscape, external
risks, and regulatory differences of investing in that jurisdiction and develop helpful networks to support you.
More information on regional differences can be found in the Regional Guides. You should also consider the
implications of a sector focus alongside a geographic focus, as you can end up in a narrow area with few
opportunities. Bring it together to define your theory of change. Now that you have identified impact and
investment themes, and you know how broad and deep you wish to go with them, you should think carefully
about your theory of change, specifically as it relates to your options as an investor. Challenge yourself to
create one or more theories of change that include your sector focus, your target population, and an outcome
you care about. For example, if rickshaw pullers had access to social capital to purchase their rickshaws, this
asset ownership would then allow them access to the financial system, thereby moving them incrementally out
of poverty. Every investor has more assets than just cash, and every investor needs to figure out ways to
complement those assets to reduce risks and achieve their goals. In evaluating your assets, you will want to
consider the size of your portfolio, the type of monetary assets you have, and the best way or ways to deploy
them. Consider your portfolio size. In sizing your early-stage impact investment portfolio you should consider
diversification of risk, time commitment, desired pace of learning, and follow on reserves. Like any
investment strategy, diversification of your assets is important to distribute your risk. Another strategy for
those with smaller asset bases is to invest smaller amounts in more deals through special purpose vehicles
such as those established by The Eleos Foundation. Other investors blend direct investments with fund
investments to lower risk. Whatever your strategy, you want to set a guideline that makes sense for your
portfolio. Be realistic about the number of deals you can actively manage. If you do not think your schedule
allows you to be actively involved in ten deals at a time, you may want to land at the lower end of the range.
Stretching yourself too thin can have negative effects on your relationships with both entrepreneurs and fellow
investors, as these deals often require time as well as money. Some investors, like Bob Pattillo, like to do
many deals to maintain a quick pace of learning. He develops lessons and expertise from each company in
which he invests, so for him, a greater number of deals in his portfolio leads to deeper knowledge. Follow-on
reserves for equity investments. Research on angel investments has shown that one of the most significant
factors correlating with superior financial returns is the ability of the investor to participate in future rounds of
investment as the company grows. This means that if you are making equity investments, it is prudent to
establish a set-aside for follow-on rounds as part of your pool for early-stage investing. Which investment
vehicle is the right one to choose? Both the way the assets are managed and the way you deploy them will
have implications on the kind of investing you can do. The more varied your vehicles and tools, the more
flexible you can be with entrepreneurs. On the other hand, a dedicated focus to a specific kind of investing can
also lead to improved knowledge and experience about that toolset. Toniic members employ a wide range of
asset vehicles for impact investing. The most common choices are private foundations, donor advised funds,
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public charities, private trusts, private assets and special purpose vehicles. Private family foundations in the
US can invest either their endowment assets, called mission-related investments MRIs , or their program or
charitable budgets, called program-related investments PRIs. Public charities have fewer constraints than
private foundations; as a result, many nonprofit impact funds are set up as public charities, including New
Schools Venture Fund , Root Capital , Calvert Foundation , Beyond Capital Fund and Acumen. Private Trusts
may be set up by families and individuals to support charitable giving and impact investing. There is typically
no tax benefit from this type of trust unless tax exemption is pursued. During due diligence, Charly and Lisa
Kleissner of the KL Felicitas Foundation determined that a program-related investment from their private
family foundation was the appropriate investment to make in Grassroots Business Fund. The foundation made
an equity investment combined with a grant. The grant to Grassroots Business Partners was for much needed
capacity building for the types of investments targeted by the fund. Private Capital is used by many investors
because it is the most flexible capital of all. Usually a separate legal structure, like an LLC or limited
partnership, that serves a narrow, specific, and temporary purpose such as serving as the vehicle through
which investors aggregate capital to invest in an enterprise or fund. Consider your non-monetary assets. It is
important to consider your strengths and weaknesses as an investor, your knowledge of and access to
networks, and your personal preferences. Know your resource constraints. Time constraints were discussed
above, but it is important to recognize, and resolve, other kinds of resource constraints as well. These could
include your mobility, your team, your decision-making constraints board, spouse, etc. You can partner with
other investors, or with local institutions working on the ground. Sean Moore of Acumen Fund shared how
essential these kinds of local partnerships have been for his fund to gain trust and expertise on the ground
when investing in Africa. Know your investment style. Are you a leader, a joiner or a lone ranger? There are
three styles of engagement within the Toniic network. Deal lead is suited for experienced investors who value
guiding a deal, seeking the wisdom of other investors and enjoy syndicating to accomplish the capital raise
needed.
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Stock-Picking Strategies: Technical Analysis Stock-Picking Strategies: Conclusion When it comes to personal finance
and the accumulation of wealth, few subjects are more talked about than stocks.

Conclusion When it comes to personal finance and the accumulation of wealth, few subjects are more talked
about than stocks. But on this financial roller-coaster ride, we all want to experience the ups without the
downs. There are nearly 6, publicly traded companies in the U. In this tutorial, we examine some of the most
popular time-tested strategies for finding good stocks or at least avoiding bad ones. The Dogs of the Dow
strategy, for example, is so easy that it literally takes a few minutes to learn how the system works. Growth
and value investing, on the other hand, are complex â€” and these types of investors have to put in significant
time to learn about valuation, financial ratios and the like. If you find one that interests you, please do all you
can to learn about that strategy â€” read books and online material, watch webinars and attend live events â€”
before investing any money. Many investors new to the stock-picking scene believe that there is some
infallible strategy that, once followed, will guarantee success. There is no foolproof system for picking stocks!
There are a few reasons for this: It is one thing to assemble data that you can work with, but quite another to
determine which numbers are relevant. A lot of information is intangible and cannot be measured. The
quantifiable aspects of a company, such as profits, are easy enough to find. This combination of tangible and
intangible aspects makes picking stocks a highly subjective, even intuitive process. Emotions can change
quickly and unpredictably. And unfortunately, when confidence turns into fear, the stock market can be a
dangerous place. The bottom line is that there is no one way to pick stocks. Better to think of every stock
strategy as nothing more than an application of a theory â€” a "best guess" of how to invest. And sometimes
two seemingly opposed theories can be successful at the same time. Perhaps just as important as considering
theory, is determining how well an investment strategy fits your personal outlook, time frame, risk tolerance
and the amount of time you want to devote to investing and picking stocks. At this point, you may be asking
yourself why stock-picking is so important. Why spend hours doing it? The answer is simple: If you become a
good stock-picker, you can increase your personal wealth exponentially. Take Microsoft, for example.
Although there are many differences among strategies, they all come down to finding the worth of a company.
Keep this in mind as we move forward.
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